
Ⅰ. Introduction

Recent IoT (Internet of Things) technology

trend is classified as a core technology of the 4th

industrial revolution and has a close relationship

with everyday life. Also, based on network

technology composed of short distance wireless

communication technology among devices, it is

used on a large scale from general consumer

products to military products and so on widely.

The IEEE standard 802.15.4 has been enacted

to provide a basic sub-network layer of a

Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN).

Especially, among devices, it aims at low cost,

low speed ubiquitous communication. By contrast,

there is Wi-Fi that has for end users in mind.

The basic framework has preceding conditions

of a transfer rate of approximately 250 Kbit/s

within a distance of 10 meters.

And several physical layers were defined to

trade off several physical layers in the case of

embedded systems that requires less power

consumption. When transmitting data, the

algorithm with focusing on the power consumption

in the range of the initial slow speed, 20, 40

Kbit/s to about 100 Kbit/s was designed.

The basic data packet required a simulation

packet for WPAN efficiency as shown in Table 1

for testing. As mentioned earlier, one of the

WPAN standards that exists only 802.15.4 is that

it pursues extremely low manufacturing costs

and pursues technological simplicity, but it must

be performed within the limits of technical

flexibility and universality. Key features in the

IEEE 802.15.4 include the ability to reserve

guaranteed time slots for real time application,
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collision avoidance using CSMA/CA, and support

for secure communications. [1], [2]

Table 1. Simulation packet structure.

Field STX Type Size Data Chk ETX

Byte 1 1 size xxx 1 1

Table 2. WPAN layer structure.

No. Layer Structure Layer Range

5 Application 
Framework (AF) ZigBee Application

4 Application Support 
Sublayer (APS)

ZigBee 
Platform

3 Network Layer (NWK)

2 Medium Access Control 
Layer (MAC)

IEEE 
802.15.4

1 Physical Layer 
(PHY)

Also in the devices, power management

features can be included such as link quality and

energy detection. [3], [4]

The core layer of WPAN wireless communication

shown in the simulation of this paper is shown

in Table 2 below.

Ⅱ. Transmission scenario for network devices

The standard scenario recognizes all data

frames, but if the first attempt fails, it does not

retransmit even if IEEE 802.15.4 retries. The

flow of current consumption of the device over

time is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows the

condition of the transceiver’s main state machines

and their current consumption. [5]

The PHY transmission method follows the

standards procedure shown in Fig. 1.

When the initialization is complete, the

transceiver starts as IDLE mode at the power

saving mode and switch.

Fig. 1. Standards transmission scenarios for PHY.

When an approval frame is received, the

microcontroller switches to sleep mode as soon

as possible. If it switches into sleep mode, the

microprocessor’s function will last as long as it

does not start a new transmission. [6]

The MAC transmission method is the next

from PHY procedure, but the IEEE 802.15.4

standards have the same rules as Fig. 2.

The scenario suggested in this paper calculates

energy for one of the network device nodes. It

assumes that the device only has one major task

when it sends sensor data to a router or a

coordinator. This device transmits given data for

given time. That is, an application that transmits

100 bytes in 5 seconds requires more energy

than an application that transmits 10 bytes in 10

minutes. [7]

Fig. 2. Standards transmission scenarios for MAC.

Ⅲ. Current consumption mode

Fig. 3 shows the available functions under the

sleep mode condition to reduce current consumption

when using a microprocessor.

By changing ‘Report Attribute On / Off’ value,

‘Report Attribute Level Control Current Level’

value, we reduced unnecessary current consumption.

We used the MAC to select the sleep mode for

reducing the transceiver’s current.
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Fig. 3. ZigBee IoT demonstration flow diagram.

This and other MAC layers are designed to

enable communication using only the necessary

functions by using the sleep mode in the middle of

data transmission with wireless method. To save

MAC power, IDLE mode was used. [8] When

measuring by recognizing the basic offset as

0.05mAh, there is almost no difference between

calculated current consumption used microprocessor

formula and real current consumption.

(1)

Equation (1) represents electric current calculation

about microprocessor.

Fig. 4. Amount of current consumption when giving 

power supply to Sample 1.

By changing the ‘Report Attribute’ value for

two samples 1 and 2, the amount of current

consumption during power supply was measured

by an oscilloscope. In Fig. 4, the ‘Report

Attribute’ of the Configure response is 110

seconds per one time, and when the ‘Report

Attribute Level Control Current Level’ is 50,

RX_ON mode is 19.8mV.

Fig. 5. Amount of current consumption when giving 

power supply to Sample 2.

In the same procedure, by changing ‘Report

Attribute’ of Sample 2 to 120 second per one

time and ‘Report Attribute Level Control Current

Level’ to 40, RX_ON mode is 15.4mV like Fig. 5.

The microprocessor current depends on

operating conditions. The microprocessor clock is

8MHz and the microprocessor supply voltage is

3V. The amount of current during microprocessor

use can be calculated using Equation (1). In

order to implement the wake-up function in the

sleep mode having a certain delay, the current

consumption of each function can be also

checked by using a Watchdog, which is a unique

function of the microprocessor. [9], [10] Table 3

shows measurement value of RX_ON mode

current consumption of Sample 1 and Sample 2.

Table 3. Comparing sample voltage measurement.

Sample 1 Sample 2

Report Attribute time 110s 120s

Report Attribute Level
Control Current Level

50 40

RX_ON Volt Value 19.8mV 15.4mV
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Ⅳ. Conclusion

In this paper, IEEE 802.15.4 current consumption

was measured and analyzed through the

experiments. Software protocol was optimized by

controlling the time and voltage level of ‘Report

Attribute’. The power consumption of the

existing MCU was improved by 22% from the

origin 19.8mV to 15.4mV. This software

implemented the node architecture required for the

basic operation of transceiver and microcontroller.

To check the current consumption over time, the

rate of energy consumption was designed based

on the amount of basic current consumed by the

microprocessor during the sleep mode. The program

was designed to reduce current consumption as

much as possible during various operations and

it was tested. To reduce current consumption

when using battery, with designing transmission

of the same amount of data as soon as possible,

power consumption efficiency was enhanced.
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